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ABSTRACT

1 INTRODUCTION

The development through streaming of 360° videos is persistently
hindered by how much bandwidth they require. Adapting spatially
the quality of the sphere to the user’s Field of View (FoV) lowers
the data rate but requires to keep the playback buﬀer small, to predict the user’s motion or to make replacements to keep the buﬀered
qualities up to date with the moving FoV, all three being uncertain
and risky. We have previously shown that opportunistically regaining control on the FoV with active attention-driving techniques
makes for additional levers to ease streaming and improve Quality of Experience (QoE). Deep neural networks have been recently
shown to achieve best performance for video streaming adaptation
and head motion prediction. This demo presents a step ahead in
the important investigation of deep neural network approaches to
obtain user-adaptive and network-adaptive 360° video streaming
systems. In this demo, we show how snap-changes, an attentiondriving technique, can be automatically modulated by the user’s
motion to improve the streaming QoE. The control of snap-changes
is made with a deep neural network trained on head motion traces
with the Deep Reinforcement Learning strategy A3C.

Virtual Reality (VR) equipment and contents have been developing
in the last couple of years, both from a technological and commercial point of view [3, 9]. Despite exciting prospects, the development of immersive applications is however persistently hindered
by the diﬃculty to access them through Internet streaming owing
to their bandwidth requirements [2]. A simple principle to lower
the data rate is to send the non-visible part of the sphere with lower
quality, and the Field of View (FoV) in high quality (e.g., the SRD
extension to the MPEG-DASH standard splits an equirectangular
projection into several tiles [11]). Doing so requires however to
predict, at the time of the transmission, where the user is going
to look at. Such prediction is only partly possible over very short
time horizons (less than 2 seconds [10]). It therefore requires to
keep the buﬀer size small. However, buﬀers are one of the main
components of modern streaming to absorb network variations. To
let the buﬀers build up to several seconds yet keeping the buﬀered
qualities most up-to-date with user’s motion, a wrong prediction
must, if network permits, be corrected by downloading again in
High Quality (HQ) segments initially fetched in Low Quality (LQ).
The quality in the FoV and the consumed bandwidth therefore get
highly dependent on the user’s motion in 360° video streaming.
In [4, 12], we have shown how, complementarily to predicting
the user’s motion, we can control it to ease streaming and improve QoE. We have introduced so-called snap-changes, a ﬁlm editing technique aimed at periodically re-gaining control on the FoV
by repositioning, in a snap, that is from one frame to the next,
the user in front of a pre-deﬁned FoV (see Fig. 1). When bandwidth conditions do not allow to perform replacements (to keep
the buﬀered qualities up to date with the moving FoV), the lever of
snap-changes has been shown in [4] to enable to get back to a satisfactory level of QoE. The question is then how to modulate this
new lever for 360° video streaming. This is subject of this demo.
The goal is to reach optimal QoE while the tile qualities are requested based on the current FoV at the time of download request,
which can be several seconds ahead of playback in order to enable
buﬀering (set to 4 sec. in the demo). We can hence formally deﬁne
the general 360° video streaming control problem as deciding what
to send (which part in HQ or LQ) and how to display it to the user
(with a snap-change or not). The input parameters are multi-modal
(network’s state, human user’s state, video content) and dynamic.
The solutions for regular video streaming can resort to legacy dynamic optimization techniques such as Model Predictive Control
[16] or Lypunov-based optimization [14]. However, it has been recently shown by Mao et al. in [7] that Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) approaches yield state-of-the-art performance. It has
been also shown in several recent works (e.g., [10, 15]) that deep
architectures provide best results for head motion prediction in
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VR (in particular based on recurrent networks such as Long Short
Term Memories, aka LSTMs). That is why we believe an important
research avenue is investigating approaches based on deep neural
networks to obtain user-adaptive and network-adaptive 360° video
streaming systems.
Contribution: To progress towards this goal, we propose to demo
our system incorporating the control of snap-changes by a deep
neural network trained with the DRL strategy A3C [8]. The frequency of snap-change triggering is adapted online to the user’s
motion. The instantaneous reward (QoE obtained from each video
segment playback) is made of the quality in the FoV penalized with
the frequency of snap-changes. Indeed, snap-changes can be seen
as restrictions of the user’s freedom, which we intend to best modulate to maximize streaming QoE.
To the best of our knowledge, our recent works [4, 12, 13] are
the ﬁrst to make the connection between active attention-driving
techniques and streaming algorithms design. Also, the automated
control of editing cuts has never been proposed for 360° videos.

to demo the concept. The input is a simple representation of the
environment with the past tiles in the FoV (over the last 2 sec.)
and the future snap-changes already decided for the buﬀered segments. The output is the triggering probability, going out of a softmax layer. We use Asynchronous Actor Critic (A3C) [8] as the
DRL approach, building on the implementation of [7]. The DNN is
trained oﬄine with a simulator of our exact 360° streaming player.
It is fed with the 1121 head motion traces (with a sample each
0.2s) from the open dataset [6]. The instantaneous reward function r (t ), t describing the segment playback time, is set to r (t ) =
Qual F oV (t ) − γ t −T (t ) , where T (t ) is the time of the last snap triggered before t. Hyper-parameters are: buﬀer size is 4s, γ = 0.3,
number of training epoch is 1000, number of processes (agents)
is 8, fraction of data for training, validation and test is 70%, 10%
and 20%, respectively, the number of units in each layer is 128. After the training on a multi-CPU machine with TensorFlow [1], the
best model in validation is exported into a TensorFlow Lite format
for inference on the Samsung phone.

3 DURING THE DEMO

Figure 1: A snap-change is a repositioning of the user in
front of a pre-deﬁned FoV in a snap, i.e., from one frame
to the next. It can be seen as an editing cut.

2

BUILDING BLOCKS

The 360° video streaming system we demonstrate comprises three
main components: a (customizable) Deep Neural Network (DNN)
making snap-change triggering decisions, an Android player incorporating the DNN and an external display showing the currently
playing FoV and online streaming analytics.
Android player: Our 360° video player implements a streaming
strategy based on MPEG-DASH SRD [11] tiled videos with buﬀering, replacements and FoV-based quality adaptation for the Samsung Gear VR on Android (details are provided in [4] and the code
is available online [5]). There are as many buﬀers as the number
of tiles (set to 6 × 4 in the demo). The maximum time interval between segment download and playback is hence the buﬀer size in
seconds (set to 4 sec. in the demo). An XML ﬁle describing the
possible snap-changes is parsed. It contains the triggering time of
the snap-changes, the angular coordinates of the FoV to reposition
the user to, and the list of tiles in this FoV. Upon the download request of the ﬁrst tile of each new segment (of duration 1 sec.), if
its playback time is after the next undecided snap-change, then the
decision module is invoked to decide whether this snap will be triggered. If so, the tiles’ qualities to download are decided based on
the snap-change’s FoV. Otherwise, they keep being decided based
on the user’s FoV at the time of the download.
Deep Neural Network: Our contribution is to enable the incorporation of a customizable DNN to control the triggering of snapchanges, and to propose an architecture and a training framework

Figure 2: The external display.
A Samsung 7 Edge phone will play a video watched in a Samsung Gear VR headset by the visitor. The video is streamed from a
laptop over WiFi. The visitor will ﬁrst choose which video they prefer to watch, available from the open dataset in [6]. By changing
deliberately their head motion speed, they will observe they get
repositioned in front of new FoVs with diﬀerent frequencies. At
the end of the viewing experience, the user will be able to see on
the externally displayed analytics how the snap-change frequency
has varied depending on their head speed.
External display: During the demo, an external display will show
the current FoV of the headset user (enabling the audience to see
the snap-changes), as well as online analytics tracking the snapchange decisions made so far by the DNN, as depicted in Fig. 2. In
particular, it will show that the frequency of snap-changes adapts
to the head motion speed: more frequent snap-changes are required
when the head’s speed is higher, as the downloaded qualities are
less likely to correspond to the user’s FoV a few seconds later.
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